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Abstract. We present a mononuclear blood cell (MBC) isolation method for magnesium analysis by electron probe X-ray microanalysis. We compare the inorganic elemental composition of individual MBC isolated by either arabinogalactan (Stractan) or conventional Ficoll-Hypaque density gradients. We find that the MBC isolated with Stractan have the expected cellular element composition, but MBC isolated with Ficoll-Hypaque are contaminated with iodine and sodium. We discuss the source and significance of iodine and sodium contamination of Ficoll-Hypaque isolated MBC and recommend the Stractan separation method for electron probe X-ray microanalysis.

Introduction

Clinically, magnesium in peripheral mononuclear blood cells (MBC) may be a useful indicator of intracellular Mg status. 1, 9 Ficoll-Hypaque density gradient sedimentation is the standard method used to isolate MBC (primarily lymphocytes) from whole blood for experimentation. We initially used this method to prepare a MBC population for Mg analysis of individual whole cells using energy dispersive electron probe X-ray microanalysis (EPMA) 10 and immediately noted that the MBC were contaminated with iodine and sodium. To eliminate this problem, we isolated MBC using a discontinuous arabinogalactan (Stractan) gradient. We present the Stractan MBC isolation method and compare EPMA spectra from whole cells isolated from Ficoll-Hypaque and Stractan media. We discuss the source of iodine and sodium contamination in Ficoll-Hypaque isolated cells and the effect of this contamination on analysis of Mg in MBC by EPMA.
Materials and Methods

Stractan MBC Isolation Method
Whole blood (10 ml) was collected from adult volunteers using sodium heparin as an anticoagulant. The blood was washed 3 times in isotonic, pH neutral, buffered saline glucose (BSG) and 1% bovine serum albumin (700 g, 3 min) to remove platelets. Theuffy coat was collected with 1 ml of red blood cells and was brought up to a total volume of 4 ml with BSG (no bovine serum albumin). Theuffy coat harvest was layered over a Stractan (St. Regis Paper Co., Tacoma, Wash.) discontinuous density gradient. The Stractan was purified by the method previously described [2]. The gradient was composed of an 18.2% Stractan in BSG (lower layer) and 13% Stractan in BSG (upper layer). Both Stractan solutions were at 4 °C and the gradient was centrifuged for 30 min at 2,000 g at room temperature [8]. The MBC were at the interface of the two Stractan solutions (fig. 1).

Ficoll-Hypaque MBC Isolation Method
MBC were isolated from whole blood as described for the Stractan method except a Ficoll-Hypaque gradient was used instead of the Stractan gradient. The Ficoll-Hypaque gradient was centrifuged for 40 min at 400 g at 4 °C and 4 °C and room temperature [3].

EPMA Sample Preparation
MBC isolated by Stractan or Ficoll-Hypaque gradients were washed in isotonic, pH 7.4 ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3) as previously described [6]. This solution maintains intact, viable lymphocytes during washing, yet forms a volatile salt that when dried is completely removed from the cells by the electron probe. The washed cells were spray-deposited on large-area thin film supports, air-dried and carbon-coated.

EPMA
Twenty cells from each preparation were analyzed. The X-ray spectra of individual cells were obtained using an electron microprobe (Cameca, Stamford, Conn.) and an energy dispersive detector with multichannel analyzer (Tracor Northern 5500, Middleton, Wisc.). The electron beam raster was adjusted so an individual cell was circumscribed by the scanned area. The electron beam accelerating voltage and current (Faraday cup measurement) were 35 kV and 20 nA, respectively, and a count rate of approximately 1,000 s was obtained.

Results
All Stractan isolated cells had only the elements expected to be present on or in the cells and did not have any exogenous elemental contamination (fig. 2). All of the Ficoll-Hypaque-isolated cells were contaminated with iodine and sodium (fig. 3) and some cells also had large amounts of calcium. No iodine was detected in the dried wash solution of MBC separated by Ficoll-Hypaque.

Discussion
Stractan is a polysaccharide composed of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen which are not detected by EPMA. Further, Stractan is probably removed from the MBC during washing because Stractan is very hydrophilic. In contrast, Hypaque contains iodine and sodium which contaminate the MBC. The chemical structure of sodium hypaque is shown in figure 4. The Hypaque probably binds to the lipid portion of the cell and is not removed by washing because the Hypaque benzene ring is hydrophobic.

Iodine and sodium contamination of MBC causes significant problems for the determination of in Mg by EPMA. Qualitatively, excessive exogenous sodium causes the tail of the sodium-characteristic X-ray peak to overlap with the Mg-characteristic X-ray peak. In addition, the iodine-characteristic X-ray peaks overlap with potassium- and calcium-characteristic X-ray peaks and iodine escape X-ray peaks overlap with phosphorus, sulfur and chlorine.

Quantitatively, heavy element contamination causes well known EPMA errors [4] in determining the Mg-characteristic peak-
Fig. 1. The Stractan MBC isolation method is diagrammed.

Fig. 2. A typical EPMA X-ray spectrum from an individual MBC isolated by the Stractan method shows the presence of sodium, magnesium, phosphorus, sulfur, chlorine, potassium and calcium. Stractan is composed of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen which are not detected by this method. The Stractan method is suitable for EPMA. The abscissa extends from 0 to 10.24 keV and the ordinate from 0 to 8,192 counts.

Fig. 3. A typical EPMA X-ray spectrum from an individual mononuclear cell isolated by the Ficoll-Hypaque method shows the cell is contaminated with iodine and sodium. The contamination is due to the Hypaque and interferes with the analysis of Mg (see Discussion). The vertical bars on the spectrum show the expected positions and relative production efficiencies of the iodine characteristic and escape X-ray peaks. The Ficoll-Hypaque method is not suitable for EPMA. The abscissa extends from 0 to 10.24 keV and from the ordinate from 01 to 16,384 counts. The vertical full scale of figure 2 is half of figure 3.

Fig. 4. Structure of sodium hypaque.
to-continuum X-ray intensity ratio [5]. For samples on thin films, the characteristic X-ray intensity measures the elemental content, the continuum X-ray intensity measures the local mass and thus the characteristic peak-to-continuum X-ray intensity ratio measures the elemental concentration. However, continuum X-ray production is a function of atomic number and heavy elemental contamination will artifactually increase the continuum X-ray intensity. The increase in the continuum X-ray intensity by iodine will decrease the Mg peak-to-continuum X-ray intensity ratio and the measured MBC Mg concentration. Further, the amount of iodine may vary substantially among cells and introduce significant variability in quantitation of Mg.

In an earlier work, the MBC isolated from Stractan and Ficoll-Hypaque were compared for MBC Mg content, purity, yield, viability and ease of use [8]. The MBC Mg content was 78.4 ± 25.5 and 83.6 ± 30.8 (fg/cell) (mean ± SD) for the Stractan and Ficoll-Hypaque methods, respectively, and there was no statistically significant difference between these means. Likewise, there was no statistically significant difference for purity yield, and viability between the two methods. Ficoll-Hypaque is easier to use because it is commercially available and requires no preparative steps prior to use, whereas Stractan is not available ready-to-use and requires purification. Nonetheless, Stractan is a useful MBC separation gradient for EPMA. The Mg concentration of MBC isolated by the Stractan/NH₄NO₃ method has been quantitated by EPMA and flame atomic absorption spectroscopy, MBC Mg concentrations of 64.0 ± 14.3 and 52.2 ± 13.8 mmol/kg dry weight (mean ± SD), respectively, were found and there was no significant difference in the means [7]. In addition, washing lymphocytes in NH₄NO₃ and BSG solutions has been compared [6] and no significant difference was found for lymphocyte Mg. recovery, volume or viability. Thus, Stractan and NH₄NO₃ washing are reasonable sample preparatory procedures for EPMA of MBC Mg.

In conclusion, we describe a Stractan gradient for isolation of MBC which is suitable for EPMA. The Ficoll-Hypaque gradient for isolation of MBC is not suitable for EPMA because it results in iodine and sodium contamination which adhered to the cells after washing and interfered with EPMA analysis. The isolation of MBC by the Stractan method is recommended over the conventional Ficoll-Hypaque method for EPMA of Mg in MBC.
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